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Abstract

As the first monoclonal antibody against vascular endothelial growth factor (VEGF), bevacizumab (BEV) is a

definitely controversial antiangiogenic therapy in breast cancer. The initial excitement over improvements in

progression-free survival (PFS) with BEV was tempered by an absence of overall survival (OS) benefit and serious

adverse effects. Missing targeted population urged us to identify the predictive biomarkers for BEV efficacy. In this

review we focus on the research in breast  cancer and provide recent  investigations on clinical,  radiological,

molecular and gene profiling markers of BEV efficacy, including the new results from randomized phase III clinical

trials evaluating the efficacy of BEV in combination with comprehensive biomarker analyses. Current evidences

indicate some predictive values for genetic variants, molecular imaging, VEGF pathway factors or associated factors

in peripheral  blood and gene profiling.  The current challenge is  to validate those potential  biomarkers and

implement them into clinical practice.
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Introduction

The addition of bevacizumab (BEV) to chemotherapy for
metastatic breast cancer (MBC) was first proposed a decade
ago.  Solid  tumor  strongly  requires  a  new  blood  vessel
formation to provide quick-proliferating tumor cells with
an  adequate  supply  in  oxygen  and  nutrients,  therefore,
targeting angiogenesis agent theoretically should be useful
in cancer treatment. After BEV, more than ten agents that
target vascular endothelial  growth factor (VEGF) or its
receptor (VEGFR) have been approved for the treatment
of various malignant tumors (1), unfortunately, BEV as a
monoclonal  antibody  against  VEGF has  been  failed  to

prove  overall  survival  (OS)  benefit  of  MBC  (2).  The
interest of physicians to BEV was descending after USA
Food  and  Drug  Administration  (FDA)  withdrew  the
approval, and also because of many novel agents bringing
breakthrough results in therapy of MBC. Whether there is
still  any  room  for  BEV  in  MBC,  whether  a  particular
subgroup of patients will benefit from BEV more than the
others, it is a question continuing to be asked. In CALGB
40503 trial,  the addition of  BEV to letrozole  improved
progression-free  survival  (PFS)  from a  median  of  15.6
months with letrozole alone to 20.2 months in hormone
receptor-positive MBC, but still with a markedly increasing
toxicities,  which  required  a  research  on  markers  (3).
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Meanwhile, TURANDOT trial interestingly represented
that BEV plus capecitabine was associated with better OS
than BEV plus paclitaxel in post-menopausal women with a
body surface area less than 1.8 m2 in an exploratory analysis
(4).  And  more  recently,  in  a  phase  II  study  at  pre-
menopausal women with human epidermal growth factor
receptor 2 (HER2)-negative, local advanced breast cancer
(LABC),  Tampaki  et  al.  indicated  that  neoadjuvant
treatment  with  BEV,  liposomal  doxorubicin,  cyclo-
phosphamide and paclitaxel combination seemed to be an
effective alternative choice with manageable safety profile
(5).  Thus,  BEV still  does  have  a  substantial  role  in  the
management of MBC and LABC. To date,  a biomarker
that defines the subset of MBC patients most likely benefit
from BEV has not been identified. For most physicians,
there  is  no  evidence  suggesting  that  factors  other  than
clinical reasons should influence patient selection for BEV,
but those clinical standards are equivocal and indecisive,
depending on various conditions (6).  VEGF is  a  master
regulator  of  angiogenesis,  and  should  be  expected  to
predict response to BEV (7). Several trials have assessed the
predictive value of circulating VEGF-A levels in serum, but
the results of different studies are not consistent, it seems
that the efficacy of BEV might not be predicted simply by
one factor. The aim of this present review is to update the
recent studies of predictive biomarkers for BEV efficacy in
breast cancer (BC).

Genetic variability

As  the  host  factors  may  influence  angiogenesis,  it  was
hypothesized that genetic variability may lead to different
responses to BEV. Polymorphisms in components of the
VEGF pathway have been proposed to predict benefit from
BEV. The clinical trials of BEV in BC with simultaneous
translational  research  in  genetic  variants  were  limited
(Table 1, Figure 1A). In MBC E2100 trial, carriers of the
rs699947 and rs1570360 single-nucleotide polymorphisms
(SNPs), which correlate with reduced expression of VEGF-
A, were significantly associated with improved OS in the
BEV arm but not in the control arm (8). However, they
were not confirmed in the latter AVADO trial as rs699947
showed a weak correlation with PFS in the placebo arm but
not in BEV arm. In the BEV 7.5 mg/kg arm, there was an
indication of potential treatment-by-genotype interaction
(interaction P=0.018) for the rs699947 for PFS, and the
rs1570360 SNP showed a weak correlation with PFS, but
neither of them showed correlation in the BEV 15 mg/kg

arm. The results of SNP-based analyses of the AVADO
trial did not confirm the previously reported correlations
between  SNPs  and  efficacy  in  the  E2100,  AViTA,  and
AVOREN  trials.  Furthermore,  none  of  the  26  SNPs
involved  in  angiogenesis  and  tumorigenesis  which  was
evaluated in AVADO trial correlated with BEV efficacy (9).

The randomized phase III GeparQuinto study reported
that  addition  of  BEV  to  neoadjuvant  chemotherapy
improved  pathological  complete  response  (pCR),  in
particular  in  triple-negative  breast  cancer  (TNBC)
subgroup (39.3% vs.  27.9%, P=0.003).  In this trial,  125
SNPs of 15 genes from VEGF pathway were investigated
in 729 BEV treated patients and 724 control patients. Five
variants  of  VEGF-A  (rs833058,  rs699947,  rs3025030,
rs3025039)  and  VEGFR-1  (rs7995976)  were  found
associated with an improved pCR in BEV treatment arm,
especially in TNBC patients (10). Although none of them
remained significant after adjustment for multiple testing,
these gene variants were consistent with previous studies on
BEV  efficacy  in  BC:  the  VEGF−2578  AA  genotype  of
rs699947 was associated with a better response to BEV in
the  present  GeparQuinto  study  (OR=2.24;  95%  CI:
1.31−3.84). Furthermore, a meta-analysis of six randomized
phase  III  trials  reported  for  195  SNPs  in  testing  the
addition of BEV to standard chemotherapy in colorectal,
pancreatic, lung, renal, breast and gastric cancer, involving
a  total  of  716  BEV  treated  patients  and  686  patients
receiving placebo. In this analysis, the variants of VEGF-A,
VEGF-C, hypoxia inducible factor-2α (EPAS1), interleukin-
8 (IL-8) receptor α (IL8RA), and von Hippel-Lindau tumor
suppressor (VHL) genes were potential predictors of BEV
treatment across tumor types.  The same VEGF-A  SNPs
identified  in  GeparQuinto  also  showed  significant
association with PFS in this meta-analysis, in particular, AA
carriers of rs833058 had prolonged PFS (15).

IL-8  was  accepted  for  an  angiogenesis  mediator  of  a
VEGF-independent angiogenic pathway. More evidences
showed that IL-8 up-regulation is a mechanism of “escape”
from VEGF-dependent angiogenic block (16). Correlation
between  the  level  of  IL-8  and  BEV  resistance  was
confirmed in renal cancer, head and neck squamous cell
carcinoma, and colorectal cancer (17-19). A retrospective
study in MBC reported that a germline polymorphism in
the IL-8 gene, which consists of a T to A substitution at
position −251, was associated with treatment outcome of
BEV combined chemotherapy (13). A similar association
was  reported  in  a  phase  II  clinical  trial  on  recurrent/-
metastatic epithelial ovarian cancer patients (20).
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Table 1 Studies assessing polymorphism biomarkers in relation to activity or efficacy of BEV

Author Trial Cancer n/N* Assessment Finding

Schneider
et al. (8)

E2100: phase III,
PTX vs. PTX + BEV

First line
ABC

363/673 VEGF: −2578 C/A (rs699947), −1498 C/T
(rs833061), −1154 G/A (rs1570360), −634 G/C
(rs2010963), 936 C/T (rs3025039); VEGFR-
2:1416 A/T (rs1870377), 889 G/A (rs2305948)

Improved OS with PTX
+ BEV in carriers of
VEGF −2578 AA and
−1154 AA

Miles
et al. (9)

AVADO: phase III,
Doc vs. Doc + BEV
7.5 mg/kg or 15.0
mg/kg

First line
MBC

336/736 VEGF-A (rs699947, rs2010963, rs3025039,
rs833061, rs1570360); VEGFR-1 (na_5,
rs9554316, rs9582036); VEGFR-2 (rs1870377,
rs2305948, rs2071559, rs3034659); eNOS
(rs2070744, rs1799983, na_1, na_2); WNK-1
(rs11064560, rs2158501); IL-8 (rs4073); IL-8
receptor (rs2230054, rs2234671); IL-6
(rs1800795); Adrenomedulin (na_3); ICAM-1
(rs5498); EGF (rs4444903); p53 (rs1042522)

Improved PFS with
Doc alone in carriers
of VEGFA−634CC;
improved PFS with
Doc + BEV 7.5 mg/kg
in carriers of VEGFA
−2578 AA

Hein
et al. (10)

GeparQuinto: phase
III, Anthracycline +
vs. Anthracycline +
Taxane + BEV

Neoadjuvant
breast
cancer

1,453/1,984 VEGF-A (rs2010963, rs3025000, rs3025030,
rs3025033, rs3025039, rs833061, rs833068,
rs699946, rs699947, rs833058, rs833060,
rs4416670, rs6921438); PGF (rs1042886,
rs2268613, rs2268614); VEGF-B (rs594942);
VEGF-C (rs3775194, rs6828869, rs7693545,
rs2046462); VEGF-D (rs6418686, rs6527518);
VEGFR1 (rs11149523, rs12858139,
rs1324057, rs17086609, rs1830792,
rs2281827, rs2387632, rs600640, rs722503,
rs7324547, rs7987291, rs7987649,
rs7995976, rs9319425, rs9508021,
rs9513070, rs9513115, rs9551471,
rs9554320, rs9582036, rs7982639); VEGFR2
(rs10020464, rs11133360, rs12502008,
rs12505758, rs12642307, rs1531289,
rs1531290, rs17085262,rs1870377,
rs2034965, rs2071559, rs2239702,
rs2305945, rs7667298, rs7673274,
rs7691507); VEGFR3 (rs10085109,
rs1130378, rs1130379, rs11750142,
rs12654563, rs13359473, rs2242212,
rs2242214, rs307811, rs307821, rs307826,
rs448012, rs7733907); HIF1A (rs11158358,
rs11549465, rs1319462); HIF-2α (rs10199201,
rs11125071, rs13409493, rs13412887,
rs1374749, rs1562452, rs1867787,
rs1868089, rs3768728, rs3768730,
rs4145836, rs4952818, rs4952819,
rs4953340, rs4953344, rs4953353,
rs6715787, rs7565341, rs7594278,
rs11689649); HIF1AN (rs2295778,
rs2295779); VHL (rs1642742, rs1678607);
EGLN2 (rs11881124, rs2644916, rs3733829,
rs7937); EGLN1 (rs2491417, rs480902,
rs2749723); EGLN3 (rs12435664,rs12435737,
rs1629140, rs1680695, rs1769608,
rs2236563, rs9671702); NRP1 (rs1411924,
rs2070296, rs2804498, rs4934838); EP300
(rs20551, rs4820431, rs5758223); IL-8
(rs4073); VLDLR (rs10738760); CXCR2
(rs2230054);
DNAJC4 (rs3741403)

VEGF-A (rs833058,
rs699947, rs3025030,
rs3025039), VEGFR-1
(rs7995976) were
associated with a
better pCR with BEV
treatment, but none of
them remained
significant after
correction for multiple
testing.

Table 1 (continued)
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A study  in  MBC and colorectal  cancer  represents  an
analysis of renin-angiotensin system (RAS) genetic variants
as predictive markers of BEV treatment outcome (14). The
angiotensin-converting-enzyme (ACE) IN/IN genotype
was associated with a higher rate of disease progression and
shorter time to treatment failure. Meanwhile ACE IN/IN
genotype showed lower level of circulating ACE, whereas
higher circulating ACE levels were found to be associated
with  a  better  response  to  BEV  treatment.  Similarly,
angiotensin  II  (AngII)  receptor  1  (AGTR1)  −1166  AA
genotype was also associated with a higher rate of disease
progression  compared  with  the  AC and  CC genotypes
(24.4%  vs.  2.7%,  P<0.01).  Hypertension  was  found
associated  with  efficacy  of  BEV,  and  several  studies
interestingly reported that the AGTR1−1166 CC genotype
is associated with increased predisposition to hypertension
(21-23). This study indicates that a higher activity of the

ACE-AngII-AGTR1  axis  is  associated  with  a  better
response to BEV, and probably explains part of reasons that
secondary  hypertension might  predict  better  treatment
result  of  BEV.  A  genetic  variant  in  synaptic  vesicle
glycoprotein  2C (SV2C  rs6453204)  predicted  clinically
relevant BEV-induced hypertension in two independent
randomized phase III clinic trials E-5103 and E-2100, and
further  evaluation  of  SV2C  as  a  predictive  marker  for
efficacy are ongoing in E5103 trial (11).

Imaging

Imaging  methods  to  investigate  BEV  activity  include
dynamic contrast-enhanced magnetic resonance imaging
(DCE-MRI)  to  assess  perfusion  (24,25)  and  positron
emission  tomography  (PET)  (26)  to  assess  metabolic
activity and hypoxia (Figure 1B). So far, the usefulness of

Table 1 (continued)
 

Author Trial Cancer n/N* Assessment Finding

Schneider
et al. (11)

E5103: phase III,
Doxorubicin + CTX
followed PTX vs.
The same
chemotherapy +
BEV concurrent vs.
The same
chemotherapy +
BEV concurrent
plus sequential
E2100

Adjuvant
breast
cancer

3,431/4,033
in E5103,
185/722 in
E2100

GWAS (>1 million SNPs), candidate SNPs
associated with hypertension were selected in
E5103, and validated in E2100

SV2C (rs6453204)
predicted BEV
induced hypertension

Etienne-
Grimaldi
et al. (12)

ATHENA: single
arm, phase III, BEV
+ Taxane-based
chemotherapy

First line
LABC/MBC

137/2,251 VEGF-A: −2578C/A (rs699947), −1498T/C
(rs833061), −1154G/A (rs1570360), −634 G/C
(rs2010963), 936 C/T (rs3025039)

VEGF-A 936 C/T
tended to be
associated with TTP.
VEGF-A −634 G/C
related to BEV
associated toxicity

Di Salvatore
et al. (13)

Retrospective
study, single arm,
PTX + BEV ± CBP

First line
MBC

31 eNOS: −786 T/C (rs2070744), −894 G/T
(rs1799983), IL-8−251 T/A (rs4073),
COX2−8473 C/T (rs5275)

Lower PFS and OS in
IL-8 251 AA

Moreno-
Muñoz
et al. (14)

Retrospective
study, single arm

ABC or
colorectal
cancer

49 breast
cancer, 46
colorectal
cancer

AGTR1-A1166C (rs5186), AGT-M235T
(rs699), ACE I/D (rs4646994)

ACE IN/IN was
associated with
shorter TTF, better
response to BEV in
ACE IN/IN and
AGTR1-1166A/A

BEV, bevacizumab; PTX, paclitaxel; Doc, docetaxel; CTX, cyclophosphamide; CBP, carboplatin; ABC, advanced breast cancer;
MBC, metastatic breast cancer; LABC, locally advanced breast cancer; VEGF, vascular endothelial growth factor; VEGFR, vascular
endothelial growth factor receptor; eNOS, endothelial nitric oxide synthase; WNK-1, WNK lysine-deficient protein kinase 1; IL,
interleukin; ICAM-1, intracellular adhesion molecule-1; EGF, epidermal growth factor; p53, protein 53; PGF, placental growth factor;
HIF, hypoxia-inducible factor; VHL, von Hippel-Lindau; EGLN, prolyl hydroxylase domain-containing proteins; NRP1, neuropilin-1
coreceptor; VLDLR, very-low-density-lipoprotein receptor; CXCR2, chemokine (C-X-C Motif) receptor 2; DNAJC4, DnaJ heat shock
protein family (Hsp40) member C4; GWAS, genome-wide association study; SNP, single nucleotide polymorphism; AGTR1,
angiotensin II receptor 1; ACE, angiotensin converting enzyme; OS, overall survival; SV2C, synaptic vesicle glycoprotein 2C; PFS,
progression-free survival;  pCR, pathologic complete response;  TTF,  time to treatment failure;  *,  Number of  patients in sub
study/parent trial.
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PET as a predictor for BEV in BC was limited in small
sample trials and animal model with BC xenografts (27-29).
The  predictive  value  of  DCE-MRI  for  BEV  had  been
shown  years  ago,  but  the  results  were  inconsistent  in
different studies, and no followed data had shown whether
this modality can be used to predict survival benefits with
BEV (30-32).  VEGF-A can be  visualized  noninvasively
with PET imaging and using the tracer 89Zr-labeled BEV.
Gaykema and his colleagues investigated 89Zr-BEV PET in
primary BC patients (33). Tracer dosages of radio-labeled
BEV can be used for tumor-specific, whole-body imaging
of VEGF-A. Uptake of 89Zr-BEV was visualized in 96.1%
of the primary tumor lesions, and there was a relation with
the level of VEGF-A in the tumor. This result provides
proof  that  89Zr-BEV might  be  potentially  valuable  for
prediction  of  the  effect  of  VEGF-A  —  targeting
therapeutics.

Recently, several studies of BC-bearing mice treated with
BEV reported that new methods of magnetic iron oxide
nanoparticles (IONP) MRI may be applicable for the in

vivo monitoring of early antiangiogenic therapy effects (34-
36). In a study by Kazmierczak et al., orthotopic human BC
(MDA-MB-231) xenografts were imaged by αvβ3-integrin-
targeted, arginine-glycine-aspartic acid-labeled ultrasmall
superparamagnetic  iron  oxide  nanoparticles  (RGD-
USPIO) MRI before and after one-week therapy with BEV
or placebo (34). Imaging results were validated by ex vivo
multi-parametric  immunohistochemistry  (IHC).  RGD-
USPIO endothelial binding was significantly reduced after
BEV, correspondingly, IHC revealed significantly lower
αvβ3-integrin expression, microvascular density (MVD) and
tumor  cell  proliferation,  as  well  as  significantly  higher
apoptosis in the therapy group. In contrast, morphology-
based  tumor  response  assessments  did  not  show  a
significant  intergroup  difference  in  tumor  volume.
Although the observation is still limited in experimental
BC,  IONP-based  MRI  may  be  generating  possible
complementary molecular imaging biomarkers for BEV
effect.

Diffuse  optical  spectroscopic  imaging  (DOSI)  is  a

 

Figure 1 Overview of predictive biomarkers for bevacizumab efficacy in breast cancer. (A) Polymorphisms of several genes correlate with
aberrant  expression of  critical  proteins  in angiogenic pathway;  (B)  Application of  novel  imaging methods allows in  vivo  tracing of
bevacizumab perfusion in tumor tissues, and visualizing how they function on tumor; (C) Circulating angiogenic factors and endothelial
cells  promote  neo-angiogenesis  directly,  and  may  serve  as  a  noninvasive  approach  to  assess  angiogenic  activities  of  tumors;  (D)
Combinations of multiple gene variables, tumor microvascular density or tumor characteristics profile the hallmark of breast cancer. SNP,
single-nucleotide polymorphism; VEGF, vascular endothelial growth factor; IL-8, interleukin 8; AGTR1, angiotensin II receptor 1; RGD-
USPIO, arginine-glycine-aspartic acid-labeled ultrasmall superparamagnetic iron oxide nanoparticles; VEGFR, vascular endothelial growth
factor receptor; MMP, matrix metalloproteinases; CEC, circulating endothelial cell; CEP, circulating endothelial progenitor cell; Dll4,
delta-like ligand 4; MVD, microvascular density.
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noninvasive imaging technology using near-infrared light
to measure tissue hemoglobin concentration obtained from
spectroscopic  oxyhemoglobin  (O2Hb)  and  deoxy-
hemoglobin (HHb) data, and directly visualizes vascularity
and tissue oxygenation indicated from tHb (O2Hb+HHb)
and  stO2 (O2Hb/tHb),  respectively  (37,38).  DOSI  has
been currently integrated into several clinical neoadjuvant
studies that have explored hemodynamic biomarkers for
predicting early treatment response (39,40). Ueda and his
colleagues researched tumor oxygenation response after
initiation of single-dose BEV followed by chemotherapy in
seven BC patients. They found that tumor stO2 level could
be a predictor of an additional benefit of BEV over that
provided by paclitaxel and low tumor stO2 level predicted
resistance to BEV (41).

From simply monitoring changes in vascular structure
and function to tracing the drugs and visualizing how they
function on tumor; the improvement of imaging methods
will help us to know which one will be more effective as
soon  as  the  BEV was  taken.  Although  all  of  these  new
methods  to  observe  the  response  of  antiangiogenic
treatment are still in the experimental stage, they seem very
promising to predict the short-time efficacy of BEV.

Circulating angiogenic factors of VEGF pathway

Many studies have measured circulating angiogenic factors
to predict outcome of BC patients received BEV treatment
(Table 2, Figure 1C). The choice of plasma levels of VEGF-
A (pVEGF-A) as a marker of benefit under BEV may seem
straightforward, as it is the target for the drug, however,
gauging its activity is a challenging issue. In AVADO trial,
pVEGF-A  and  VEGFR-2  were  proved  to  be  potential
predictive markers for BEV efficacy (9). In a recent meta-
analysis including three BC trials of AVEREL, AVADO
and BEATRICE, the pVEGF-A levels  were assessed in
1,710  patients  of  total  3,751  patients  enrolled  in  these
trials. The patients with above median values of pVEGF-A
had a 44% of improvement in disease control compared to
with below median level (interaction P=0.02) (49).  This
meta-analysis polled the most patients with the assessment
of  pVEGF-A  level,  and  positive  results  endorsed  the
hypothesis that pVEGF-A level could be a useful predictor
to BEV therapy efficacy in BC. However, this study could
not  identify  which  specific  length  of  pVEGF-A  was
measured.  Another  shortcoming  was  the  lack  of
information of  prognostic  value  of  pVEGF-A,  and it  is
probably relevant with predictive value. Optimal validation

would  require  a  prospective  trial,  randomizing  or
stratifying patients based on pVEGF-A levels to standard
therapy BEV. A prospective stage III trial (MERiDiAN,
GO25632)  in  HER2-negative  MBC had  been  reported
recently  (42),  481  patients  were  stratified  according  to
baseline pVEGF-A concentrations before randomization to
weekly  paclitaxel  in  combination  with  either  BEV  or
placebo. The results of MERiDiAN do not support using
baseline pVEGF-A to identify candidate benefitting most
from BEV, the P value of interaction test is 0.4619. As the
first  trial  prospectively  evaluating  pVEGF-A  for  a
candidate  biomarker  of  BEV efficacy,  MERiDiAN trial
represents  major  strengthes  over  all  of  retrospective
biomarker analyses above. Collectively, this negative result
may be the end to identify a single biomarker of pVEGF-A
to predict BEV efficacy in MBC.

A phase II trial BEVERLY-2 reported that high serum
levels of matrix metalloproteinases (MMP) 2 and MMP9
were  associated  with  better  survival  in  HER2-positive
inflammatory  breast  cancer  (IBC)  patients  treated with
BEV- and trastuzumab-based neoadjuvant chemotherapy
(43). MMP2 and MMP9 belong to the MMP family, which
implicates  in  proteolysis  of  extra-cellular  matrices,
regulation of cell adhesion and migration, processing of
growth factors and cytokines, and liberation of angiogenic
factors (50). MMP2 and MMP9 have been reported to be
involved  in  angiogenesis  with  different  vascularization
process,  and  the  predictive  value  has  been  observed  in
recurrent high-grade glioma (51-55). In accordance with
results of glioma, baseline MMP2 and MMP9 serum levels
were associated with disease-free survival (DFS) and OS in
the  HER2-positive  IBC  patient  population  of  the
BEVERLY-2 trial: high baseline MMP2 and low baseline
MMP9  were  correlated  to  better  DFS  and  OS  and
remained significant  for  improved DFS in  multivariate
analyses (43). Although BEVERLY-2 trial lacked a control
group in a randomized design for investigate the predictive
value of MMP2 and MMP9, the similar results observed in
glioma and HER2-positive IBC reinforce the interest of
these  biomarkers  as  candidates  for  prediction  of  BEV
activity.

Circulating cell biomarkers

Tumor angiogenesis driven by VEGF-A depends at least
partly  on  the  mobilization  of  circulating  endothelial
progenitor  cells  (CEPs),  which  integrate  into  growing
tumors  and contribute  to  the formation of  a  functional
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Table 2 Studies assessing serological biomarkers in relation to activity or efficacy of BEV

Author Trial Cancer n/N* Assessment Finding

Miles et al. (9) AVADO: phase III,
Doc vs. Doc + BEV
7.5 mg/kg or 15
mg/kg

First line MBC 396/736 VEGF-A, EGFR-1,
VEGFR-2, E-selectin,
ICAM-1, VCAM-1

PVEGF-A and
VEGFR-2 are
potential predictive
markers for BEV
efficacy

Baar et al. (25) Randomized, phase
II, Doc vs. Doc + BEV

Neoadjuvant LABC 49/49 VEGF, VCAM-1,
ICAM-1, E-selectin

Baseline VCAM-1
and E-selectin
associated with
tumor regression

Miles et al. (42) MERiDiAN:
prospective phase III,
PTX + BEV vs. PTX +
placebo

First line HER2
negative MBC

481/481 VEGF-A Baseline pVEGF-A
level has no
predictive effect for
BEV treatment

Tabouret et al. (43) BEVERLY-2: single
arm, phase II, Tras
based chemotherapy
vs. Trast based
chemotherapy + BEV

Neoadjuvant and
adjuvant breast
cancer

45/52 MMP2, MMP9 High MMP2 and low
MMP9 level were
associated with
better DFS and OS

Gianni et al. (44) AVEREL: phase III,
Doc + Tras vs. Doc +
Tras + BEV

First line LABC/MBC 162/424 VEGF-A High baseline
pVEGF-A was
associated with
poorer outcome and
BEV improved PFS in
this subgroup

Cameron et al. (45) Beatrice:
anthracycline and/or
Taxane vs.
anthracycline and/or
Taxane + BEV

Adjuvant TNBC 1,155/2,591 VEGF-A, VEGFR-2 Neither prognostic
nor predictive value
with baseline
pVEGF-A, no
prognostic but
potential predictive
value for BEV
efficacy with baseline
plasma VEGFR-2

Burstein et al. (46) Single arm, phase II,
NVB + BEV

Refractory MBC 49/56 VEGF Lower levels of
baseline VEGF were
associated with
longer TTP

Tolaney et al. (47) Phase II, single arm,
BEV followed by
dose-dense
doxorubicin + CTX +
PTX

Neoadjuvant breast
cancer

103/104 VEGF, sVEGFR-1,
sVEGFR-2, Ang II,
sTie2, PlGF, bFGF,
IL-1β, IL-6, IL-8,
TNF-α, SDF1α, CAIX,
IGF-1

High VEGF levels at
baseline and low
sVEGFR1 and PLGF
levels before
combination
treatment were
associated with
pathologic response

Cattin et al. (48) Healthy control, pilot
study, PTX vs. PTX +
BEV

First line MBC 21 patients, 12
healthy donors

TNF-α, IL-12p70, IL-
10, CCL20, CCL2

BEV significantly
decreased IL-10 level

BEV, bevacizumab; Doc, docetaxel; PTX, paclitaxel; Tras, trastuzumab; NVB, vinorelbine; CTX, cyclophosphamide; MBC, metastatic
breast cancer; LABC, locally advanced breast cancer; TNBC, triple negative breast cancer; VEGF, vascular endothelial growth
factor; pVEGF-A, plasma VEGF-A; EGFR, epidermal growth factor receptor; sVEGFR, soluble vascular endothelial growth factor
receptor; ICAM-1, intracellular adhesion molecule-1; VCAM-1, vascular cell adhesion molecule 1; MMP, matrix metalloproteinases;
Ang II, angiopoietin-2; sTie2, receptor tyrosine kinases 2; PlGF, placental growth factor; bFGF, basic fibroblast growth factor; IL,
interleukin; TNF-α, tumor necrosis factor alpha; SDF1α, stromal cell-derived factor α; CAIX, carbonic anhydrase 9; IGF-1, insulin-like
growth factor 1; CCL, chemokine (C-C motif) ligand; DFS, disease-free survival; OS, overall survival; PFS, progression-free survival;
TTP, time to treatment failure; *, Number of patients in sub study/parent trial.
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vascular bed. Increased concentrations of CEPs may reflect
active  tumor  angiogenesis.  A  few  studies  investigated
whether  circulating endothelial  cells  (CECs)  and CEPs
could  serve  as  predictive  markers  for  antiangiogenic
therapies, and these findings were contradictive (48,56-58).
However,  a  pilot  study of  MBC patients  with  first-line
chemotherapy of paclitaxel combined with or without BEV
demonstrated that the circulating KIT+/CD11b+ cell sub-
population  decreased  significantly  under  therapy  with
paclitaxel and BEV compared to paclitaxel only. This effect
is specific, as three additional subpopulations of CD11b+
cells (VEGFR1+, JAM1+, TIE2+) were not affected. BEV
combining treatment also significantly decreased the levels
of  IL-10  mRNA  in  CD11b+  cell  and  IL-10  protein  in
plasma,  which is  a  well-known immune suppressive M2
cytokine produced during cancer progression (59). Thus,
BEV might provide therapeutic benefits by reversing M2-
associated state of immunosuppression in addition to its
anti-angiogenic effects, and this was consistent with VEGF
pathway which also plays an important immunological role
in  breast  cancer  (2).  It  has  been  shown  in  vitro  that
mesenchymal stem cell-secreted IL-6 and VEGF may act
as  paracrine  factors  to  sustain  BC  cell  migration  (60).
These results suggested circulating KIT+/CD11b+ cells
and IL-10 levels as candidate biomarkers of BEV activity in
MBC,  and  that  we  may  look  into  the  immunological
biomarkers for patients selecting BEV treatment as BEV
may regulate the immune environment of cancer patients.
Larger studies are needed to test this hypothesis.

Angiogenic gene expression in situ

Numerous  studies  of  gene  expression  in  the  VEGF
pathway by tumor cells, inflammatory cells, endothelium,
or  tumor-associated  stroma,  tried  to  define  the  best
biomarkers  of  response to BEV (Table  3,  Figure 1D).  A
retrospective subset analyses on the AVF2119g phase III
trial  evaluated  the  expression  of  VEGF  pathway
components in available primary cancer tissue as predictors
of benefit from BEV in MBC (61). This study suggested
that expression of delta-like ligand 4 (Dll4), VEGF-C and
neuropilin-1 (NRP1) showed trends toward improvement
in PFS associated with the addition of BEV. Although the
observations are not statistically significant after correction
of multiple testing, correlation of low NRP1 expression
and BEV effect was consistent with the early observing in
gastric and colorectal cancer, which made NRP1 one of the
most  promising  markers  identified  thus  far.  Besides

translational  research in  phase  III  clinic  trials,  AGTR1
overexpression  has  been  found  associated  with  greater
treatment  response  of  BEV  in  several  phase  II  studies
(62,63).

DNA methylation is one of the known mechanisms of
epigenetic regulation and its involvement is associated with
the  development  of  drug  resistance  (67,68).  A  certain
methylation pattern in angiogenesis related genes could
influence  the  response  to  an  antiangiogenic  therapy.
Therefore, by using genome-wide methylation profiling, a
recent study reported a nine genes methylation signature
(PKNOX2, POLK, UNC119, SNRPN, TMBIM6, MLH1, and
GNAS)  may predict  BEV efficacy  in  MBC (69).  Due to
numerous genes involved in angiogenesis process, a single
biomarker  seems unlikely  to  predict  benefit  from BEV.
Recently,  a  spanish  study  analyzed  a  set  of  168  genes
related  to  angiogenesis,  epithelial  to  mesenchymal
transition (EMT) and inflammation on 60 patients treated
with BEV and weekly paclitaxel (64). This study combined
multiple clinical characteristics and gene variables into two
models  using the least  absolute shrinkage and selection
operator  (LASSO)  (70,71),  for  variable  selection:  one
model with gene expression only (G-model), and the other
included both gene expression and clinical variables (GC-
model). Finally the GC-model consisting of 13 genes (REL,
FN1,  NOTCH3,  DDIT4,  IL8,  ADRBK1,  FABP5,  PLAU,
HMBS,  PTK2B,  THBS1,  SLC39A6,  and  TCF3)  and  five
clinical variables (DFS, estrogen receptor, metastatic sites,
prior anthracyclines and taxanes, and prior chemotherapy
treatment for metastatic disease) obtained better accuracy
with longer follow-up than G model or model of clinical
variable  only.  Combination  of  gene  profile  and  clinic
characteristics  might be a  very reasonable predictor for
BEV treatment as it will decrease maximum bias of single
factor. Either the nine gene methylation signature or this
GC-model should be evaluated in larger independent series
in order to develop a routine clinical test to predict the
benefit of BEV in MBC patients.

Neoadjuvant scenarios provide an opportunity of brief
exposure to specific drugs for development of biomarkers.
In a neoadjuvant trial of chemotherapy with addition of
BEV, whole-transcriptome mRNA was performed in 132
HER2-negative  untreated  BC  patients.  After  gene
expression  profiling  and  analysis  of  differential  gene
expression,  the  authors  found  highly  expression  of
immune-related  genes  responding  to  antiangiogenic
therapy, and to be a strong predictor to BEV, especially in
luminal  B  subtype  (72).  Another  retrospective  study  of
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Table 3 Genetic markers evaluated as predictive biomarkers for BEV treatment

Author Trial Cancer Sample size Markers Assessment
method

Finding

Miles
et al. (9)

AVADO: phase III,
Doc vs. Doc + BEV
7.5 mg/kg or 15
mg/kg

First line MBC 176 VEGF-A, VEGF-C, VEGF-
D, VEGFR-1, VEGFR-2,
VEGFR-3, PGF,
neuropilin-1, HER2,
EGFR

qRT-PCR
and IHC

No consistent predictive
effect was seen

Curigliano
et al. (56)

BEVIX: phase II, two
arms, BEV with
sequential or
concurrent oral NVB
+ Cap

More than first
line LABC/MBC
with
lymphangitic
spread to chest
wall or skin

  66 Gene-chip, more than 50,000 human
transcripts

A set of 16 genes
(C11orf45, DNASE1L2,
KIAA0930, FRMD4A,
ZBTB7C, PLA2G4C,
HBG2, ATP2C1,
FAM178A, SRSF7,
TMEM48, FBXO32,
DENR, HELLS, ARMC8,
SEL1L) was selected to
predict the response to
BEV

Jubb
et al. (61)

AVF2119g: phase III,
Cap vs. Cap + BEV

First to fifth line
MBC

223 VEGF-A, VEGF-B,
thrombospondin-2, Flt4,
VEGF-C, PDGF-C,
neuropilin-1, Dll4, Bv8,
p53, thymidine
phosphorylase

In situ
hybridizatio
n and IHC

Low scores for Dll4,
VEGF-C and neuropilin-1
showed trends toward
improvement in PFS

Salvador
et al. (62)

AVALUZ: phase II,
single arm, BEV +
Gem + PTX

First line MBC   53 AGTR1 RT-PCR Intense AGTR1
expression was
associate better ORR

Sánchez-
Rovira
et al. (63)

Phase II, single arm,
doxorubicin + CTX
followed BEV + Doc

Neoadjuvant
breast cancer

  49 VEGF, VEGFR, PAKT,
PMAPK, KISS1, RKISS1,
HIF, eNOS, AGTR1, IGF

RT-PCR Higher pCR was related
with AGTR1
overexpression

Mendiola
et al. (64)

Retrospective study
BEV + PTX

Multiple line
MBC

  60 Real-Time ready qPCR assays, this
platform enables the quantitation of
168 genes selected from literature
plus 19 housekeeping genes and 5
internal controls per sample.

Gene model and Gene &
Clinic model predict
improved PFS and OS
with BEV-PTX therapy in
the first 6 months

Varadan
et al. (65)

BR-211A and BR-
211B: phase II, BEV
or Tras or nab-
paclitaxel (single
dose) followed BEV +
nab-paclitaxel + CBP
or Tras + nab-
paclitaxel + CBP

Neoadjuvant
breast cancer

  44 RNA sequencing A 61-gene TGF-β
signature showed unique
predictive power to BEV

Schneider
et al. (66)

E2100: phase III, PTX
vs. PTX + BEV

First line ABC 367 VEGFA FISH VEGFA amplification in
univariate analysis was
associated with worse
OS; particularly
prominent in HER2 + or
TNBCs

BEV, bevacizumab; Doc, docetaxel; NVB, vinorelbine; Cap, capecitabine; Gem, gemcitabine; PTX, paclitaxel; CTX, cyclophosphamide;
CBP, carboplatin; Tras, trastuzumab; MBC, metastatic breast cancer; LABC, locally advanced breast cancer; VEGF, vascular
endothelial  growth factor;  VEGFR, vascular endothelial  growth factor receptor;  PGF, placental  growth factor;  HER2, human
epidermal growth factor receptor 2; EGFR, epidermal growth factor receptor; Flt4, fms-related tyrosine kinase 4; PDGF, platelet-
derived growth factor; Dll4, delta like ligand (Dll)4; p53, protein 53; AGTR1, angiotensin type 1 receptor; PAKT, phosphate-AKT;
PMAPK, phosphorylated mitogen-activated protein kinase; KISS1, kisspeptin 1; HIF, hypoxia-inducible factor; eNOS, endothelial
nitric oxide synthase; IGF, insulin-like growth factor; qRT-PCR, quantitative reverse transcriptase polymerase chain reaction; IHC,
immunohistochemistry; FISH, fluorescence in situ hybridization; PFS, progression-free survival; ORR, objective response rate; pCR,
pathologic complete response; OS, overall survival; TGF-β, transforming growth factor beta; TNBC, triple negative breast cancer.
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untreated  BC  patients  from  two  phase  II  trials  of
neoadjuvant chemotherapy with carboplatin, nab-paclitaxel
combined  with  BEV  or  trastuzumab  reported  that  the
transforming growth factor beta (TGF-β)  signature was
specifically predictive to BEV efficacy (65).  Finally,  the
authors  derived  a  61-gene  classifier  by  using  this  brief
exposure with single run-in dose either nab-paclitaxel, BEV
or trastuzumab, and serial biopsies from baseline and post
brief  exposure.  They showed that  a  single dose of  BEV
resulted in down-regulation of a well-characterized TGF-β
activity signature in every single breast tumor that achieved
pCR (P≤0.004), and this predictive capacity is specific to
BEV brief exposure as it is not able to predict response to
nab-paclitaxel or trastuzumab. The research of associated
mechanism suggested  that  there  is  a  strong correlation
between  a  reduction  in  tumor  hypoxia  and  decrease  in
TGF-β pathway activity in tumors that respond to BEV. It
has been reported that hypoxia leads to increased secretion
of  TGF-β  ligand  from  mesenchymal  stem  cells  in  the
stroma and has been shown to increase TGF-β activity in
tumor  cells,  leading  to  EMT and  drug  resistance  (73).
Therefore,  this  result  supported  the  effect  of  BEV  on
hypoxia leads to changes in TGF-β ligand secretion from
the tumor stroma, leading to changes in TGF-β signaling
in  tumors.  TGF-β  signature  may  provide  an  early
functional readout of pCR to preoperative BEV therapy in
HER2-negative BC, thus the results require validation in
prospective trials of anti-angiogenic therapies.

MVD

MVD is used to assess the neovascularization in tumors.
High MVD or MVD surrogates commonly suggest poor
prognosis  of  tumor,  correlate  with  progression  and
metastasis, and predict clinical outcome (74,75). A large
study  of  more  than  800  BC patients  showed  that  high
MVD was significantly associated with DFS and OS (76).
Some studies tried to evaluate the predictive effect of MVD
to BEV. No correlations have been found between baseline
MVD  and  response  to  BEV  in  most  studies  with  the
exception of one phase II trial in 20 BC patients (77,78).
Recently, a phase II study of neoadjuvant BEV (single dose)
followed by  combination of  BEV and chemotherapy in
HER2-negative  BC has  found pretreatment  MVD as  a
potential predictive biomarker of response to BEV in BC
(47). This trial showed a higher rate of pCR in TNBC than
in hormone receptor-positive (HR) BC that results from
greater baseline MVD in TNBC compared to HRBC. The
further  research in this  study proved that  BEV reduces

vessels only when sufficient numbers of vessels are initially
present. Therefore, when they pooled high MVD HRBC
and  TNBC  patients  together,  they  found  the  relation
between  tumor  regression  and  the  change  of  pericyte-
covered MVD (a surrogate marker of vessel normalization)
is in the same pattern. Hence, in TNBC and high-MVD
HRBC patients with improved pCR, BEV induced vascular
remodeling, which led to a higher density of normalized
vessels.  In  addition,  the  assessment  of  circulating
biomarkers  in  this  study  found that  changes  of  soluble
VEGFR-1 plasma level (a resistance biomarker associated
with  pericyte  coverage)  were  inversely  associated  with
tumor regression (79). BEV treatment seems less effective
in  BC than  in  other  tumors.  This  study  suggested  the
difference of baseline MVD across BC subsets may explain
the various responses to BEV.

Conclusions

BC is a complex heterogeneous disease with a relatively
prolonged  course,  and  BEV  was  tested  in  metastatic,
adjuvant, neoadjuvant BC. As the recent TURANDOT,
and MERiDian trial suggest, BEV combined therapy is still
a  reasonable  option  in  MBC  management.  The  real
challenge  will  be  how  best  to  use  BEV  in  whole
comprehensive management strategy for this disease, since
more and more innovative drugs with new mechanism are
introduced for MBC treatment. So far, all the clinical data
seem that there is a trend that extended tumors, metastatic
or locally advanced, are likely to benefit from BEV therapy
in combination with cytotoxic drugs, assuming that a high
level of tumor neo-angiogenesis, like in neoadjuvant and
metastatic treatment, or in triple negative tumors, but not
in  adjuvant  therapy,  is  the  best  target.  It  is  difficult  to
understand why the improvement has seen in PFS or pCR
with BEV not translated to an improvement in OS in the
metastatic setting, or in DFS in the adjuvant setting, which
seems a failure of patient selection rather than a general
failure for the anti-VEGF hypothesis. All these confusing
results underscore the urgent need to identify mechanistic
biomarkers of response to BEV therapy.

The optimum biomarkers  will  predict  OS,  have high
negative predictive value, demonstrate biological relevance
to VEGF inhibition, and permit continuous assessment to
identify evolving resistance. Biomarkers that meet these
standards are essential if BEV remains a standard agent in
the treatment of BC, in the face of competition from drugs
that improve OS. So far, investigation in BEV predictors
has  not  been  for  lack  of  trying.  Trials  examining  anti-
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VEGF therapy in BC have been probed at both genomic
and proteomic levels, and potential gene signature, SNPs,
and protein candidates for assigning patients have been put
forth. MERiDian trial as the first and only one prospective
trial  using  such  biology-driven  approaches  to  validate
putative  biomarkers  has  failed  to  prove  that  baseline
pVEGF  is  a  predictor  to  BEV  efficacy.  But  given  the
complexity of underlying angiogenic mechanisms, it seems
unrealistic  to  expect  a  single  biomarker  to  predict  the
benefit from anti-angiogenic therapy. Current researches
on predictive biomarkers of BEV focus on two different
possibilities. One possibility is tried to select the potential
benefit  population  by  the  pretreated  data,  l ike
polymorphisms in VEGF-pathway, high pretreated MVD
level in BC, or gene signature of different combination.
With  the  development  of  comprehensive  genomic
profiling, the combined biomarkers like gene signature, is
always  a  hopeful  and  reasonable  predictor.  The  other
possibility is multiple assessments of the biomarker before
and  after  BEV  treatment,  the  early  change  of  these
biomarkers  might  predict  the  future  efficacy  of  BEV.
Molecular imaging like labeled BEV PET probably offers a
visualized noninvasive way to foresee the efficacy, especially
to predict the short-term response such as pCR, and they
need more evidence to prove the predictive value to long-
term response. The use of BEV in BC has hit the ceiling,
one  way  to  break  through  the  ceiling  is  to  identify
predictive  biomarkers.  The present  review showed that
some inspiring results have been achieved, however, it is
difficult to know how much closer we are to personalizing
its use. We hope that clinical studies will be undertaken
with the prospective use of these new interesting finding in
this  review for  patient  selection  that  will  validate  their
predict  value,  and  allow  us  to  target  the  appropriate
patients for BEV therapy.
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